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What everyone thinks it's about: How bad things go when people play God.Everyone knows Frankenstein's story, right? A mad scientist creates a monster from parts of the human body, only to discover that his creation is ugly, dumb, and evil. The creator must do everything right, one way or another, even if it means ending his own life in the process. What it's really about: How
society rejects people who are different. Unlike his portrayal on film, the creature of the novel is intelligent, sensitive and caring, but is constantly rejected by the people he tries to make friends with. The creature is terrified of his own behavior, mainly because it internalizes society's fear of self-loathing. Meanwhile, Frankenstein is perfectly sane, but he is much more evil than his
creation. Once the creature is about life, Victor runs. He later accuses the creature of killing his brother, but never takes responsibility for the role his truancy played in the death. Victor then agrees to create a bride for the creature, only to kill her in front of him, further inciting the creature's hatred of Victor and the rest of humanity. Click here to buy. Many dedicated collectors of
both new and vintage finishes see them as not only jewelry, but also small works of art. Here are three shopkeepers who believe that beauty is in the details. Pictured: Vintage tape display at Digs.MORE SHOPS ACROSS AMERICAS ENDPAPERS This magical little family store in Oakland, California, specializes in handmade, new millinery finishes made of antique shapes, and
other of ordinary vintage concepts. Call ahead: 510-601-8112.FRENCH GENERAL Located in Hollywood, California, the French general carries an extensive collection of vintage buttons, beads, cabochons and bakelite flowers, as well as stationery, jewelry, and new and antique French textiles. 323-462-0818; frenchgeneral.comNICHOLAS KNIEL Visit this boutique in Atlanta,
known for its antique and couture ribbons, buttons, silk flowers and various millers. 404-252-8855; Nicholaskniel.comROSE MILLE This Stillwater, Minnesota, store (near Minneapolis) started with a large batch of milliner bought by the owner, hat designer Michelle Rose Jorgensen, and grew up to include documents, clothing and furniture. 651-439-0205; rosemille.comTENDER
BUTTON Wonderland for button collectors, this store on New York's Upper East Side focuses exclusively on buttons, including many rare and antique works. 212-758-7004TINSEL TRADING Sprawling New York store, Tinsel Trading has a fabulous inventory of vintage fabrics and other jewelry. 212-730-1030; tinseltrading.com What is good design? It's a question that comes up
regularly, or explicitly, when assessing an object. By and large, we look at examples of function and beauty. (If we considered criteria such as sustainability and long life, the iPhone wouldn't make the cut, would it?) Is it?) No matter how well designed they are, several objects are so innovative that they upend how we organize our lives. In a recent exhibition, Parisian designer
Robert Stadler challenges very much notions of how we perceive and organize furniture in our homes. Titled Wild at Home, the show featured objects that question the basic rules of interior design, including why the light in the dining room should always hang over the table. In contrast, Stadler's Anywhere consists of a long carbon tube with light at one end and a rope at the other
that can be used to swing the fixture in almost any position in the room. Similarly, its Booths de Canape side tables are exempt from their traditional static posts at the ends of the sofa. Important design or art do more than just good, the Austrian designer writes in a statement of his artist. The difference between good and important is the same as between recognition and search;
it is a gap that divides both the experience and its repetition. It is not enough to put one in the place of the other, we still need to change the place itself. And instead of simply upgrading the sofa or buying another lamp, Stadler invites viewers to re-imagine their interiors as wild spaces free from restrictive conventions. Photo by Andre Morin, courtesy of The Triple V Gallery, Paris,
Robert Stadler WHAT: Nike's new Russian ad adds a modern twist to one of the country's most recognizable and beloved children's songs. WHO: Nike, Wieden-Kennedy Amsterdam WHY WE CARE: According to this traditional Russian song, little girls are made of flowers, gossip and marmalade, which doesn't leave much room for strength, determination and strength. Here, just
as in a recent ad in the Middle East, swoosh the problem of cultural tradition. The level of confusion among a well-dressed adult audience increases in proportion to the confidence of the diminutive songwriter. It's a welcome addition to the brand's growing playlist of advertising celebrating a more equal view of women in sport and society. Forget flowers and marmalade. Made of
bruises; And blows. Made out of courage; And clenched fists. Made out of independence; And skills; Passion and heart; And dignity. Made of its will; It's harder than flint. Made of strength; And fire. Made of freedom; From other people's opinions. Made from achievements; And accomplishments. That's what our girls are made of. So here you are, one beautiful spring day in May
1952, designing the first new Chevrolet V-8 since 1919. It's a good solid design. Ed Crankshaft Kelly created the basic layout, reducing the famous 1949 Cadillac V-8 to 231 cubic inches. Your team has been careful to design all the pieces the traditional way the guys are in producing comfortably, so any habits or try something new and scary. No surprises - this is the Chevy way,
keep the trendy excesses. This thinking gave Chevrolet (admittedly narrowing) an advantage over Ford in sales charts for a decade and a half. Then wham! A dervish named Ed Cole is circling in hell, leaning towards shaking up the organization. He and his teammate Harry Barr led the team that developed the Cadillac V-8 overhead valve. But that was years ago. Technology
goes on. Don't forget the surprises. Ed's battle cry: Kick the hell out of the status quo. He and Harry go through the engineering department and slam-dunk all your work in ash can. Hey wait! You stutter, they should start a tool that engine like, 15 weeks! See all 5 photosThe high-profile stutterers were probably reassigned to less hard work elsewhere in GM Cole and Barr, along
with Al Kolbe and a close-knit group of other innovators, assembled a team of dreams of the best and brightest GM, three times the size of Chevrolet's engineering staff in 15 months. What this team designed, developed and operated a new engine (and an 85 percent new car) between May 1952 and September 1954 is impressive - especially considering that it was designed
using lead pencils and slide rules. That such a hastily conceived engine thrives for about 50 years and 90-plus million engines later is quite amazing. Lauren Bob Papenguth was one of the whistling children plucked from the GM Research Department in June 1952 to work wonders with a mouse-motor valve. He remembers the articulate, hard-footed but soft-hearted Ed Cole as a
contagious workaholic who loved what he did so much that he inspired the same devotion in others. Every morning, Ed appeared on experimental operations on St. Obine around 7:30 a.m. Anyone who has had anything to do with what was hot then will gather there and go through a period for the day with Ed about what is going on. A hands-on manager, Cole has always been
interested in what each of his engineers does to cut costs and make the engine competitive. Test engineer Bob Clift describes Harry Barr as one of the most beautiful guys in the bunch. Very friendly, helpful. He has always had the best interests of GM and people at heart. Jack Golding worked in the design of the layout under the meticulous and fastidious Al Kolbe and
remembers the period as one of incredible intensity. We worked 60 hours a week from time to time - all Day Saturday plus long hours for the rest of the week. There was a lot of personal camaraderie and respect. But, Papenguth recalls: We didn't get to go out for a beer together. Hell, we worked all the time! There was a sea change going into the Chevrolet at the speed of the
tsunami in 1952. The organization has grown, Papengut recalls. The engineering department is a priority for the production organization. Their idea is new is to do the same thing they've done before. Fortunately, Ed Cole was also well acquainted with the production side of the house. He created and operated GM's tank factory in Cleveland, which earned him a job offer as a
Chevy production manager. He gave up the job, and when he took over as Chief Engineer, he did so on the condition that his predecessor, Crankshaft Kelly, become a production manager. As a result, the two men forged an alliance that transformed the dysfunctional relationship between their disciplines. The releases were made as soon as possible and updated as often as
possible, says Papenguth. They laid out a new engine object based on the direction they knew the program was taking. Ed Cole realized that production guys needed it and he made it happen. See all 5 photos Cole sought to broaden the horizons of his team and keep them on the state of art. He purchased a fleet of competitive cars for his people to drive, with the most interesting
vehicles demolished and explored. Papenguth remembers being stunned but nonplussed by French cars while intrigued and impressed by the best Italian and German technology of the time. Italian design inspired one of the innovations Papenguth worked on the development of a small unit: a stamp-steel rocker hand. Mounting stamping rockers on their own ball studs instead of
casting and handling rockers to ride on a shared shaft saved a lot of money. Stamped rockers also weighed significantly less, so they were able to operate at much higher speeds (Bob remembers the launch of the original small unit at 7500 rpm for short periods of time to test for the valve float and the lift function). See all 5 photosPapenguth used the radical idea of a valve on top
of a hydraulic lift that can meter oil through a hollow pushrod to lubricate the top valve. This eliminated the costly and leaking external oil lines of the day's favored designs and delivered cylinder-head lubricant exactly where it is needed most. Together, the system saved enough money to pay for expensive hydraulic lifts. Other better/cheaper innovations: lighter, thinner, die-cast
cylinder heads that were interchangeable side to side and used a small wedge-shaped combustion chamber requiring minimal treatment and providing high turbulence. The radically new block casting method needed about half as many cores as usual, and they were much less likely to shift during casting. This precision allowed the cylinder wall to be as thin as .156 inches, which
greatly reduced the mass since the V-8 weighed 41 pounds less than Chevy's Blue Flame inline-six and 50 pounds under the flat-headed V-8 Ford, which was a favorite of the hot fashion set. Iron has less heat, and with a full water jacket around each cylinder and around each exhaust port, the 265-cubic inch 162-to-180-horse V-8 ran cool enough to use seven percent less less
than the 235-cubic inch 123-horse six needed. Most of the engine was released for the toolkit directly from the drawing board and revised during the development phase to fix the problems. We used one of the first tests of radioactive oil, recalls Ralph Johnson, a chicken coop student in the dino lab at the time, to examine the oil under black light to prove that the problem was ring
wear. The lack of an oil filter probably didn't help things, but this update wasn't added until 1956. Sometimes sealing was also a problem. The split crank fillings eventually gave way to a full diameter seal, adds Ralph. Bob Papengut recalls the local problem of overheating around the ignition candle, which required the revision of the water jacket in the head of the cylinder. The
production guys quickly fixed the problem. I was struck by how well the production organization responded to the changes. The corks themselves were vulnerable to heating from exhaust gases that were routed up and over them, but thermal shielding solved the problem. And, just like that, most of the flaws identified in the development were quickly resolved. See all 5 photos Of
Rolf Johnson summing up the period: You worked hard and you played hard. Can some of these guys be dirty rotten bastards? Of course. But within two years, this team has done a mighty excellent job. There's no doubt that the statement is in favor of 50 years in hindsight. Instant hit, almost 750,000 mouse engines were built in that first year. Six hundred and seventy-four of
them, tuned into 195 horses with solid lifts and a camera of Arkus-Duntov, went to the Corvettes. Despite the vastly improved performance, Vette's sales languished, so Cole cleared to go racing at Daytona Beach, Pikes Peak, Sebring, and elsewhere. In 1957, the engine was bored to 283 cubic inches, and the first general fuel injection system became available, increasing power
to one horsepower per cubic inch. That same year, Chevrolet won on the Darlington Superspeed Highway, and death was thrown. The performance of the small block has been established. The aftermarket migrated from the ancient flat-headed Ford and tool to feed the market hungry for Chevy power - and the momentum has been building ever since. How a small block got a
small... Ed Cole's goal was to deliver a car that could surpass his rival from Ford. In a vehicle weighing between 3,200 and 3,400 pounds, gross power in the middle to the top 100 horsepower range was called, so the team aims to move about 260 cubic inches. To reduce friction, reduce the piston's speed, and allow the short height of the engine deck, his team pointed out a short
kick, more bore (oversquare) design. The crank shaft process eliminated the need to provide a clearance of grinding wheels for each handle handle, reducing the total length of the five-nosed wrought steel handle to 21.75 inches and and both The 4.4-inch bore the interval. These critical aspects have defined a small block for half a century. A 3-3/4-inch hole was chosen, and a
2.93-inch move that would've given 260 cubes was just rounded to 3.00 inches bringing the original small unit to 265 cubic inches. Over the years, small blocks of displacement have covered 262.3 to 427.6 cubic inches by combining wells ranging from 3-1/2 to 4-1/8 inches with stroke sizes between 3 and 4 inches. Seeing that range may lead some to suspect the original was
grossly overdesigned, but it's not. The magnity of the well was achieved not by handling thick cylinder walls thinner, but with new castings that moved the thin walls of the cylinder out. A 400-cubic-inch small unit from 1970-1980 was made with a 4-1/8-inch hole that required siames cylinder vapors - that is, throwing them without room to cool the flow between them. Aluminum 4-
1/8-inch aluminum wells No06 use pressed iron liners, each of which has skirts that extend below the casting block of cylinders to keep the pistons from falling out of the block at the bottom of their 4.0-inch move - the longest in history in a small block. small block. thought and notions book pdf
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